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Making Religion through 
Secularist Legal Discourse:  
The Case of Turkish Alevism

Markus Dressler

Previously rather silent and marginalized in public discourse, the Alevis of Turkey 
embarked since the late 1980s on a revival and reconceptualization of their tradi-
tions, publicly asserting their di!erence from the Sunni Muslim majority. "ey 
began to build organizations and networks and to campaign for o#cial recogni-
tion of Alevism (Turk.: Alevilik). Until that time considered pretty much secular-
ized and assimilated in Turkish society, they now took recourse to discourses of 
identity and religion, increasingly conceptualizing Alevi di!erence in terms of 
belief and practice, history, philosophy, and theology.1 "e still ongoing reframing 
of Alevism follows implicitly the grammar of a (world-)religion discourse that 
neatly separates between religious and secular spaces and practices.2 In this essay 
I inquire into the ways in which the recent reconceptualization of Alevism in reli-
gious terms relates to the laicist discourse on religion in Turkey. "e particular aim 
is to specify the role of secular law and legal discourse on the subordination of 
Alevi identity and practice, as well as its active di!erentiation from and/or empow-
erment vis-à-vis Sunni Islam.3

"e larger aim of this essay is to contribute to our understanding of the role of 
speci$c “knowledge regimes of secularism” in processes of religion-making.4 
Largely following the work of Talal Asad, I understand secularism not only as 
de$ning itself against religion but as being itself deeply implicated in the making 
of religion within the context of the nation-state. Following a discussion of the 
contributions of the legal perspective for an analysis of laicism and its impact on 
the Alevi question, this chapter will provide an overview of the particularities of 
Turkish secularization and the institutionalization of Turkish laicism with 
particular focus on the Alevi issue. In order to work out how laicist and Islamic 
discourses interact in the negotiation of the legitimacy of Alevism as a religious 
practice and identity, I will then analyze a number of speci$c judicial contesta-
tions. A major thrust is put on the way in which assertive secularism (such as 
Turkish laicism) is less interested in dividing the religious from the secular and 
more concerned with distinguishing between legitimate and illegitimate forms of 
religion in line with nationalist, state-centered interests. "e $nal analysis will dis-
cuss the ways in which Turkish laicism molds public discourses on religion and 
re%ect on recent shi&s in the internal balance of power between competing inter-
pretations of secularism in Turkey.

9 
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!  S E C U L A R I S M , L A I C I S M , A N D  T H E  L E G A L  P E R S P E C T I V E

The nation-state requires clearly demarcated spaces that it can classify 
and regulate: religion, education, health, leisure, work, income, justice, 
and war. The space that religion may properly occupy in society has to 

be continually redefined by the law because the reproduction of 
secular life within and beyond the nation-state continually affects the 

discursive clarity of that space.
—Talal Asad, Formations of the Secular. Christianity, Islam, Modernity

In the broadest sense I use the term secularism for political projects that are actively 
involved in di!erentiating between religious and secular spaces, symbols, bodies, 
and practices—independent of whether this is done in the name of religious, 
agnostic, or atheist agendas. "ese politics of secularism have, as the above quote 
by Asad underlines, been closely entangled with the formation and maintenance of 
the modern nation-state.

For the Turkish variety of secularism I use the term laicism. "e vernacular 
term laiklik is derived from the French laïcité, with which it shares some basic 
characteristics. Historical di!erences between the French and Turkish cases (which 
are not relevant for my purpose since the aim is not a systematic comparison) not-
withstanding, some of the traits of laïcité, as recently described by Olivier Roy, can 
directly be applied to the Turkish case and show points of convergence between 
the French and Turkish knowledge regimes of secularism. As for the organization 
of political space, laïcité endorses not only the primacy of the political over the 
religious, as is common in Western forms of secularism, but also the control of 
religion in the public.5 Both French and Turkish laicist discourses are rhetorically 
directed against a previous, now othered, political order, in which religion had a 
central role in the organization of the state and public life. Reminiscent of Turkish 
Kemalist sentiments, Roy argues that laïcité as a legal and political principle would 
touch “the heart of French identity,” and thus a perceived crisis of laïcité would be 
regarded as a crisis of the national self.6 He further characterizes laïcité as a prin-
ciple that rei$es itself through processes of negation rather than a#rmation: “"e 
defense of laïcité is more than ever the defense of an identity that has di#culty 
de$ning itself positively because . . . it is largely based on myths, including the 
myths of consensus.”7 In this manner, the discourse of laïcité would be employed 
to distract from social and economic problems by transforming them into a debate 
about ideas. "is has a paradoxical side e!ect: “Far from condoning o! religion, 
militant laïcité constantly brings it back to the center of the debate and makes it the 
explanation for social disorders.”8 It is especially this element of French laïcité, 
which is also part of Turkish laiklik, that I am interested in, namely, the work of 
laicist discourse toward the normalization of particular notions of religion and the 
secular or, in other words, how laicism disciplines the religious by subordinating it 
to a modernist/secularist framework.

"e legal perspective serves several purposes in this investigation. First, it sheds 
light on the historical particularities of the Turkish form of secularism. Turkish 
laicism is both historically and semantically connected to Turkish nationalism. 
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With roots going back to the late Ottoman Empire, they became guiding princi-
ples in the formative years of the Turkish Republic, when they were established as 
core of the state ideology of Kemalism. "ey have been honored by the constitution 
since 1937 and are heedfully guarded by the Kemalist establishment.9 In broadest 
terms, the Kemalist modernization project, named a&er Kemal Atatürk, the $rst 
president of the Turkish Republic (founded in 1923), can be described as a civili-
zationist project initially dedicated to securing Turkish political independence 
and a refashioning of the newly imagined Turkish nation in distinctively “Western” 
style.10 As such it is an authoritarian project that uses law as a major tool for the 
implementation and legitimation of a homogenizing modernism. I am interested 
in the place ascribed to religion within this context: How is religion molded within 
the political and legal power dynamics that constitute the discourse of Turkish lai-
cism, the original and primary goal of which was to control religion and to limit its 
role in politics and the public sphere? And how and to what extent, viewed from 
the opposite angle, do Islamic discourse in Turkey, in general, and categories bor-
rowed from the Islamic legal tradition, in particular, inform the grammar of 
Turkish laicism?

Second, the perspective on law provides new insights into the formation of the 
Alevis as national subjects within Turkish modernity. In the formative years of the 
Turkish Republic, Alevis were not able to develop a public voice. With the exception 
of a temporary period of political activism in the name of a distinct Alevi identity 
in the 1960s,11 it was not until the late 1980s that Alevis began to demand their 
right to cultural and religious self-determination. Since then, however, they have 
begun to challenge—though hardly ever explicitly—the laicist order, which does 
not recognize an Alevi identity separate from Sunni Islam.12 One arena where this 
con%ict is fought out is the court. In both Turkish courts and since recently also 
the European Court of Human Rights, Alevis sue the Turkish state in the name of 
religious freedom.

What is distinctive about the role of law in the process of the Alevi re-formation 
is its terminological speci$city and normalizing e!ect. I argue that having been 
subject to authoritarian laws and regulations preventing their recognition as a 
socioreligious community di!erent from Sunni Islam, Alevis have learned to use 
the language of religion, in Turkey strongly shaped by the grammar of Turkish lai-
cism, to turn it against the latter’s coercive aspects. Selectively taking recourse to 
the language of a more liberal and pluralist secularism, they have begun to subvert 
the dominant interpretation of Turkish secularism, which insists on the hegemony 
of the state in de$ning religion and legitimate religious practices in public.13

In this way, third, the perspective on law through the lens of the Alevi debate 
provides an interesting view on the rivalry between con%icting trajectories of 
Turkish secularism, the opposite poles of which may roughly be characterized as 
authoritarian laicism (emphasizing state control of religion) on the one side and 
liberal secularism (emphasizing religious freedom) on the other. Recent develop-
ments seem to indicate a shi& toward a more liberal interpretation largely parallel 
to the gradual move towards a neoliberal economic order that Turkey has experi-
enced since the 1980s. However, the supporters of an authoritarian, state-centered 
laicism are not willing to concede defeat easily. Consequently, the tensions  between 
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liberal and Kemalist interpretations of laicism, both of which are closely connected 
to particular political and socioeconomic interests, continue to function as impor-
tant ideological markers in Turkish politics.

!   T H E  WO R K  O F  T U R K I S H  L A I C I S M  T O WA R D  T H E  R E L I G I O U S 
O T H E R I N G  O F  T H E  A L E V I S

Despite the e!orts of many Turkish nationalist Alevis to paint the formation of the 
Turkish Republic in line with the Kemalist master narrative as a story of liberation 
of Alevism from centuries of oppression under Ottoman rule, empirical data tell a 
more sober story. "e “Alevi Question” of Turkey historically emerged in the con-
text of Turkish nation-building. Since it had become a political force to reckon 
with in the last decade of the Ottoman Empire, Turkish nationalism operated for 
the most part in tandem with Islam. Until the beginning of the Turkish Republic 
the ideal of Islamic unity—which hardly di!erentiated between national and reli-
gious ideas, sentiments, and practices—functioned as primary model for the 
nation as a moral and social community and was part of the rhetoric of Turkish 
nationalism.14 Within this context Alevi di!erence posed a problem that needed to 
be explained and rationalized, or minimized. From the beginning of the republic 
onwards, the state pursued a double strategy with regard to Alevi di!erence, at 
times ignoring it and at times encouraging Alevi assimilation into Sunni Islam. 
Following the defeat of the Ottomans in World War I, Alevis were not protected by 
the Lausanne Peace Treaty, which only speci$ed guaranties for the “non-Muslim 
minorities”; their socioreligious institutions were not recognized by the new 
Turkish state. Within the language of Turkish nationalism the term minority 
(azınlık) is reserved for non-Muslims, understood to be outside of the Turkish 
Muslim nation. Since in principal considered Muslims and Turks, the Alevis could 
not make claims for minority rights but were considered a legitimate part of the 
Muslim Turkish nation. In other words, nonrecognition of their socio-religious 
and ethno-cultural di!erence has been the price they had to pay for being integrated 
into the national project.

"e discourse of Turkish laicism is dominated by the principles of separation of 
religion and politics and control and administration of religion by the state. While 
the former justi$es repression of religious activism in politics, the latter secures the 
superiority of the state over religious institutions. "is superiority is embodied in 
the Directorate for Religious A!airs (DRA).15 "e DRA is the sole institution 
authorized to represent Islam in the Turkish Republic and therefore Alevis are, to 
the extent that they are considered Muslims, under its suzerainty. It is important to 
understand the role of the DRA within the structure of Turkish laicism. Located 
within the state organization, the DRA represents theological authority combined 
with secular-political legitimacy. "e laicist Turkish state thus formally divides and 
brings together within its structure theological and secular authorities. "is 
inclusion and thus containment of theological authority within the state apparatus 
is one of the particularities of Turkish laicism.

"e privatization of religion has been a key feature of secularist projects world-
wide, which were both predicting and claiming for the public to be a space 
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untainted by religious claims.16 Demanding privatization as a must for the estab-
lishment of secularity, the Turkish laicist discourse is organized by private–public 
distinctions correlated with ideas about legitimate and illegitimate religion. Turkish 
secularism from this perspective is less about policing the boundaries between 
religious and secular spheres and more about asserting state hegemony over the 
de$nition and signi$cation of what are legitimate practices in the public sphere.17 
As for Islam, it is the task of the DRA to de$ne, represent, organize, and regulate its 
public forms, and thusly the DRA embodies the normalizing, executive side of 
Turkish secularism. Religious activities outside the oversight of the state are still 
perceived as a threat by the Kemalist public. In the logic of Turkish laicism, “reli-
gious” Alevi spaces and activities located outside the DRA are illegitimate.

In the last two decades, Alevis increasingly challenged the politics of Turkish 
secularism—in most cases, however, without directly criticizing laicist Kemalism. 
Alevis accuse the DRA of trying to assimilate them into mainstream Sunnism and 
of therefore violating the constitutional principle of equality and nondiscrimina-
tion based on religion.18 "ey claim that they would be discriminated against by 
the state since the type of Islam sponsored by the DRA would one-sidedly repre-
sent Sunni Islam; the DRA employees would be almost exclusively Sunni and in its 
activities, such as its publications and sponsored events, the organization of reli-
gious education, the interpretation of Islamic law, policies regarding places of 
worship, and the organization of religious holidays, follow the Sunni and disregard 
the Alevi tradition.

"e Alevi politics of the DRA provide us with a window into the inner work-
ings of state-sponsored laicism and particularly the laicist state’s concept of reli-
gion and Islam. To explore the grammar of this politics I will analyze an interview 
with Ali Bardako'lu, then president of the DRA, in which he comprehensively 
explained the DRA’s position on the Alevis and defended its religious neutrality. 
According to Bardako'lu, the religion concept of the DRA would “take as its basis 
a general de$nition of religion that includes the beliefs and rituals of all groups 
subordinated to and within Islam.”19 In line with the impartiality requirement 
speci$ed in the Turkish Constitution, the DRA would keep equal distance to all 
Muslim subgroups, a stance that allowed it to serve the nation in a unifying manner. 
Likewise, if the DRA were to sponsor a particular subgroup of Islam such as the 
Alevis, this action would compromise its impartiality. "e DRA could only support 
practices accepted by all Muslims—practices to which Bardako'lu refers as “the 
common share of Islam.” While the DRA would not oppose any practices con-
ducted by a particular Muslim group in addition to this “common share,” it would 
be against its legally de$ned mandate to actively support such particularism.20

One of the most contested issues between Alevis and the Turkish state concerns 
the status of the Alevi cemevis, literally “houses of community,” in which Alevis 
celebrate their main ritual, the ayın-i cem (ceremony of community). Alevis claim 
that cemevis are places of worship and should as such receive the same recognition 
as the houses of worship of other religions.21 Since cem is considered a religious 
term in the language of Turkish laicism, and since it used to be established practice 
not to allow religious practices and spaces outside the oversight of the DRA, Alevis 
themselves, in order to prevent direct confrontation with the state, until recently 
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tended to present the cemevis as cultural and not religious spaces. In his response 
to the increasing Alevi demand for recognition of the cemevi as place of worship 
Bardako'lu again draws on the common share argument: “We can’t be against the 
Alevi cemevis, their traditional cultures, their supplications, their cem rituals—they 
are valuable, too. However, I do not think that it would contribute to the unity . . . of 
our society if we were to include them—that is these particularities beyond the 
common share [of Islam]—into the legal structure and make them part of the 
Directorate’s services.”22

Di!erentiating between the “traditional cultures” of Alevism and the “common 
share” of Islam and asserting the supremacy of the latter, Bardako'lu combines 
culturalist with theological arguments. He explains that the cemevi could not be 
considered a place of worship, since the only Islamic place of worship would be the 
mosque, independent of whichever Islamic subgroup someone belongs to. Further, 
the rituals and supplications performed in the cem ceremonies could not be con-
sidered an equivalent to the Islamic ritual prayer, as would be apparent from both 
scienti$c examination and historical experience.23 In this context it would be the 
task of the DRA to strive for “always providing objective and comprehensive 
knowledge on religion, and on Islam,” and to advocate the “scienti$c and authentic 
interpretation of Islam”: “"e forms of worship of Islam, the core of Islamic belief, 
and the core of Islamic ethics are very clear. "is matter is so clear that it can’t be 
discussed; it is clear from the sources as well as from the tradition. However, in 
geographies and cultures where this is not su#cient, or not seen as su#cient, 
 di!erent additional religious motives and understandings have always continued 
to exist.”24

!  T H E  B I N A RY  R E L I G I O N  C O N C E P T  O F  T U R K I S H  L A I C I S M

Abundant claims to science, reason, and objectivity are characteristic of the DRA’s 
self-legitimation within the parameters of a laicist discourse that contains a strong 
dose of skepticism against established religion. "e rhetoric of the DRA provides a 
window into the concept of religion dominant in Turkish public discourse. "is 
concept rests on a culturalist argument that is constructed around a set of binaries 
emblematic for the language and thought of secular modernism (table 9.1). It 
shows also how the Islam represented by the DRA is anchored within the Sunni 
tradition, with its particular taxonomies and truth claims.

TABLE 9.1 . The Binary Religion Concept of the Directorate for Religious Affairs

Characteristics of Laicist Religion Characteristics of “Cultural” Pseudo-religion

science/reason ignorance/superstition
objectivity subjectivity
center periphery
history contingency
authenticity/uniqueness patchwork syncretism (“illicit innovations”)
universality locality
orthodoxy heterodoxy

religion  culture
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"e implicit distinction between religion and culture on which Bardako'lu 
draws in his positioning of Alevism, and which echoes discourses of religious 
revivalism, serves to divide the unchanging, objective essentials of “true” religion 
from contingent “additions” referred to the realm of the cultural, the local, the 
contingent—in sum, the inauthentic/“heterodox.” To strengthen the argument and 
hide its normalizing underpinnings, it is presented in the language of science and 
avoids openly theological statements. Declaring the Islamic mainstream the legit-
imate “orthodoxy” as empirically re%ected in history and founded in Islamic sci-
ences, Bardako'lu claims total objectivity for his organization’s interpretation of 
Islam (which counts as the state’s o#cial understanding of Islam). Covered in the 
mantle of scienti$c impartiality, this move enables the DRA to defend Sunni main-
stream practice as the norm of and for Islam in Turkey.25

At this point it is helpful to take a step back and re%ect on the logic and work of 
binary constructions within the discourse of religion. Asad discusses the role of 
binaries such as belief/knowledge, reason/imagination, symbol/allegory, and 
sacred/profane as constitutive of secular discourse.26 "ese binaries play an impor-
tant part in the discursive constitution of the religious in dialogue with its 
dialectical other, the secular. As Russell McCutcheon has pointed out, the function 
of binary pairs is “to mark a discursive boundary of a structure that manages the 
various items that constitute actual historical existence.”27 In other words, binary 
concepts are, beyond being heuristic tools, a means of world ordering, that is, 
“devices that we use and argue over while making a world that suits our di!ering 
purposes.”28 McCutcheon’s re%ections are helpful in disentangling heuristic from 
political motivations behind the formation, legitimation, and maintenance of 
binary concepts. "ey invite us to sharpen our understanding of the normalizing 
perceptions and judgments that form the subtext to the construction and mainte-
nance of particular binaries such as religion/secular and religion/culture. From 
this perspective, the a#nity of binary pairs to the semantics of modernist dis-
courses on religion, in particular the world-ordering machinery of secularism, 
becomes apparent.

!  C O N T E S T I N G  R E L I G I O N  I N  T H E  C O U R T  R O O M

In recent years, there have been steps toward a gradual recognition of Alevism. 
Since 1998, certain Alevi foundations and associations receive money annually 
from various state ministries—minimal sums if compared to the budget of the 
DRA but nevertheless re%ecting a certain recognition by the state that the Alevis 
are a sociopolitical reality that needs to be addressed. Mostly, however, the gradual 
increase of recognition of Alevism is achieved through the negotiation of concrete 
con%icts of interests. Courtrooms have become a major arena for Alevi contesta-
tions of the hegemonic nationalist-laicist discourse. "e following intertwined 
issues dominate the legal debate: (1) the question of Alevi representation within 
the state system of religious administration, that is, the DRA, and the related 
question of receiving material support by the state; (2) the issue of representation 
of Alevism by the state, most $ercely contested in the context of mandatory reli-
gious school education and the presentation of Alevism in textbooks; (3) the 
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question of who has the authority to signify Alevism, that is, the right to identify 
the meanings of Alevi symbols and practices; and (4) the question of the relation-
ship of Alevism to Islam. In particular this last issue, which looms in the background 
of all the previous ones, puts light on how negotiations of Alevi representation, 
identity, and legitimacy are theologically framed. Since it touches on the hegemony 
of the laicist discourse to authoritatively de$ne the religious, this issue is the most 
unsettling for the laicists. It shows how the logic of Turkish laicism needs to con-
stantly produce religious others in order to justify and maintain its privileged posi-
tion in the public sphere and how it is extremely reluctant to allow public 
negotiation of the meanings of religion/Islam. As stated earlier, the DRA is inter-
ested in drawing a sharp line between religion and culture, associating Alevi prac-
tices and spaces with the latter.29 However, Alevis challenge the hierarchical and 
centralized de$nition of Islam by the state.

Din or Mezhep? The Religious Semantics of Turkish Laicism

On February 13, 2002, the Second Instance Civil Court in Ankara banned a newly 
founded Alevi umbrella organization, the Cultural Association of the Union of 
Alevi and Bektashi Organizations (CAAB), on charges of threatening the national 
unity of the country, that is, separatism—more precisely, cultural and religious 
separatism. As state attorney Fuat Samancı reasoned in his o#cial comment on the 
ban, “"e word Alevi is a religious term. "e foundation of an association that 
focuses on Alevism under this term would destroy the indivisible unity of the 
state’s nation and country.”30

"e court decision was based on the Turkish Constitution (articles 14 and 24) 
and the code of law on associations (article 5). "ese articles criminalize sepa-
ratism based on religion (din) or a religious subgroup (mezhep), as well as activ-
ities in the name of a distinct religion or religious subgroup. "e respective laws 
not only show the homogenizing ambition of Turkish laicism, and its connection 
to a nationalist reading of history that establishes Turkish identity by putting 
emphasis on its victimization through inner and outside foes, but also reveal roots 
in a distinctively Islamic approach to religion as re%ected in the use of terminology 
from the Islamic legal tradition such as din and mezhep.

It appeared to be evident for the court that the CAAB was a religious organiza-
tion and therefore had to be forbidden. "us, the ruling, albeit negative for the 
CAAB, actually strengthened a particular position within Alevism, namely, the 
understanding of Alevism as a religious formation. "e irony of this was made bla-
tant in the Alevi organization’s appeal, in which it rejected the religious category 
imposed on it by the court and declared that Alevism would be neither a religion 
nor a religious subgroup. In October 2002, the Second Chamber of the Supreme 
Court of Appeals annulled the ban of the CAAB in a close three-to-two vote. In 
their legal comment, the judges of the majority vote explained that the association 
could not be banned as long as it would not actually engage in activities of a reli-
gion or religious subgroup.31 "ey further explained that they could $nd no evi-
dence for subversive or separatist aims in the association’s statutes. Interestingly, 
the commentary makes no statement as to whether Alevism could be regarded as 
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a religious subgroup, an argument on which the initial ban of the CAAB was based. 
"e commentary does, in fact, not mention the terms Alevi and Alevism at all; 
throughout, it refers only to “the association” and the question as to whether it 
would con%ict with Turkish law and constitution. "us, it circumvents the issue of 
the religious dimension of Alevism that had been the basis for the initial ban of the 
CAAB. While the judges of the majority vote refrained from de$ning Alevism, 
Alevism was called a mezhep in the commentary of the two judges who opposed 
the appeal. "e commentary of the latter explicitly states that, as the statute of the 
association under question would indicate, the association would be committed to 
activities on behalf of the mezhep Alevism—thus violating the Turkish law on 
associations.32

Four months later, Attorney General Fahri Kasırga $led an appeal against the 
Supreme Court of Appeals’ decision. He argued, following the DRA’s standard 
position toward the Alevis, that the state had to maintain equal distance toward all 
Islamic subgroups and, therefore, organizations in the name of the Sunni or of the 
Alevi mezhep could not be allowed: “When associations that are based on religious 
di!erence are freely founded and their activities allowed, then naturally members 
of the other religious subgroups [mezhep ve cemaat]—such as the Naqshibandi-
Aczimendi-Mecusi and so forth—, who also want to bene$t from this right, will 
create associations in their respective names; such a restructuring will gradually 
take on the mission of [reopening] the [Su$] lodges and convents and thus reach 
dimensions which would endanger the laicist order.”33 However, the court rejected 
the appeal and thus a#rmed the right of the Alevis to open organizations in their 
own name. Once more circumventing the issue of the religious character of 
Alevism, which had been the basis for the attorney general’s reiterated fear for the 
laicist order, the Supreme Court of Appeals referred to Alevism as “cultural varia-
tion” (kültür çe!itlili"i) and declared that the CAAB should not be forbidden as 
long as it would not in practice endanger the public order—thus again putting 
emphasis on action as opposed to form in line with the court ruling that had ini-
tially defended the legality of the CAAB.34

Until recently, barely any of the hundreds of regional and transregional Alevi 
associations throughout Turkey operated under names considered “religious” by 
the laicist discourse. "ose that did usually had to face legal consequences o&en 
leading to their prohibition.35 In order to prevent this from happening, most Alevi 
associations restrained themselves from using the name “Alevi,” which was consid-
ered an illegitimate “religious” designation if used by formally organized groups, 
but referred to themselves in recognition of the hegemonic terminological 
convention as “cultural” organizations. "e practice of locating Alevism in the 
realm of culture is, a concession to the reigning religion discourse and, is in line 
with the culturalist arguments brought forward against the Alevis by the DRA, as 
discussed above. "e CAAB, however, challenged this practice, and its judicial suc-
cess was hailed by Alevi activists as a political breakthrough in their struggle for 
recognition. For Alevis, the achieved right to name their organization was per-
ceived as a step toward religious self-determination with strong symbolic signi$-
cance. Alevi attorney and activist Ali Yıldırım, president of the Istanbul branch of 
the Alevi Hacı Bekta( Veli Cultural Foundation, proudly stressed that “for the $rst 
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time Alevis have founded an association with their own name. In the [CAAB’s] regula-
tions were not only terms like cem and cemevleri, but also terms like Alevism, 
Bektashism, Alevi teaching, and Alevi philosophy” (emphasis added).36 Yet it has to be 
noted that while the CAAB was allowed to name itself (“Alevi”), the prerogative to sig-
nify this label (as “cultural” or “religious”) still remained in the hands of the laicist court.

"e intricate legal maneuvering around the legality of the CAAB makes clear how 
careful Alevis until recently still had to be when articulating their identity in a 
manner that challenged terminological conventions sanctioned by laicism. In recent 
years, they gradually dared being more confrontational, and they are now more o&en 
openly challenging the state by emphasizing their religious di!erence from Sunni 
Islam. "e successful appeal of the CAAB is an example of judicially gained steps 
toward a recognition of Alevism.37 "e debate on the legality of the CAAB also shows 
the theological dimension of laicist discourse and how this discourse is not static but 
evolving through subtle, though constant, negotiation. Changing political contexts 
certainly contributed to the seemingly contradictory approaches by state institutions 
vis-à-vis the Alevi question in the recent past. Since the emergence of political Islam 
as a serious force in Turkish politics in the 1990s, Kemalist secularists periodically 
align with Alevis, who are promoted as laicist/secular Muslims and thus a natural 
bu!er against “reactionary Islam” (irtica). In 1998, the year in which Alevis were for 
the $rst time granted some money from the state’s budget, Kemalist elites were, in the 
a&ermath of the military-sponsored political and judicial crackdown against the 
Islamist Welfare Party in 1997, on high alert vis-à-vis the Islamist movement. In early 
2002, at the time when the CAAB was initially prohibited, the Islamist threat seemed 
to be contained. At the time of the CAAB’s successful appeal, however, the conserva-
tive Justice and Development Party (AKP)—regarded by Kemalists as Islamist and a 
threat to the Kemalist legacy—had become the dominant political force in Turkish 
politics. In addition, the pressure by the EU on Turkey to improve the status of 
minorities, the Alevis included, had increased.38

While I do not think that the process of Alevi recognition can be explained by 
these political contexts alone, they certainly impact on the debate on Alevism. Recent 
years have seen both remarkable political stability (with the AKP having won two 
strong consecutive majorities in the general elections of 2002 and 2007) and attempts 
from Kemalist and ultranationalist forces to undermine that stability. For the Alevis, 
the political developments have been rather ambivalent. On the one side, there are 
strong Alevi voices that perceive the AKP as deeply rooted in an Islamist worldview 
that is regarded as traditionally intolerant of Alevism. On the other hand, it is unde-
niable that the current AKP regime has gone much further than any previous 
government in holding out prospects of a formal recognition of the Alevi community 
and reduction of institutional discrimination. Crucially, however, in doing so the 
government rea#rmed Islam as framework for the “Alevi Opening”, as the move has 
been labelled by the press. In late 2007, the government pushed for a new debate over 
the question of Alevi recognition, promising back then among other things that it 
would consider recognizing cemevis as places of worship.39 Regular workshops bet-
ween Alevi organizations and government representatives discussing Alevi claims 
were organized in 2009 and 2010. While the government made parallel to these 
workshops certain symbolic gestures of recognition (cemevis were recognized as 
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legal Alevi meeting places, but explicitly not as places of worship; schoolbooks were 
modernized adding more and non-pejorative information on Alevism and related 
communities), this recognition itself at the same time cemented the subordination 
of Alevism under an Islamic reference system.40

The Law as Tool for the Advancement of Religious Freedom

While Alevi organizations previously, as, for example, in the debate about the 
legality of the CAAB, tended to get sued by state attorneys in the name of laicism, 
Alevi activists have in recent years become more proactive themselves. Re%ecting 
an important shi& within the power balances of secularist discourse in Turkey, it is 
now mostly Alevis who draw on the law to challenge particular state practices. 
Invoking more liberal notions of secularism, they initiate law suits both on the 
national level as well as at the European Court of Human Rights (herea&er: ECHR) 
in order to advance their cause. An example is the following case of the state-loyal, 
Turkish nationalist (Alevi) CEM Foundation, which in June 2005 submitted a peti-
tion to the O#ce of the Prime Minister, complaining that the state administration 
would undermine the Alevis’ rights of religious freedom and thus violate the 
Turkish Constitution as well as Turkish and international law.41 In particular, the 
CEM Foundation demanded that the cemevi should be recognized as a place of 
worship and public service, that the Alevis should receive a share of the DRA’s 
budget, that a certain amount of the positions of the DRA’s sta! should be reserved 
for Alevis, and that Alevism as topic should be integrated into the mandatory reli-
gious education at public schools.42

In the negative response received two months later, the Prime Ministry rejected 
the foundation’s petition, reasoning that Alevis would be part of Islam—implying 
that since the state’s services for Muslims would also be for Alevis, the latter would 
not need special treatment.43

Characteristic for the laicist discourse is the implicit link between the political 
argument (which connects the distinction between private and public with notions 
of illegitimate and legitimate religion, respectively) and the theological argument 
(de$ning Alevism as a subgroup of Islam). "rough their role as organizers and 
supervisors of Islam, the laicist state institutions signify meanings of Islam, in our 
example qua positioning Alevism towards their notion of normative Islam. "is we 
see also in the next instance of the discussed legal battle. "e CEM Foundation $led 
a law suit against the Prime Ministry at an Ankara Court, which, however, rejected 
the Alevi claims, reasoning that the claimants would not have been able to show 
that Alevis would in fact be discriminated in their freedom of religious expression 
or that they would be forced to follow a di!erent creed. Further, Turkish law and 
constitution would not allow for the recognition of places of worship other than the 
mosque, and neither would it be possible for the state to employ civil servants for 
the conduct of Alevi rituals or to pay for services that deal with Alevi ritual. As a 
matter of fact, the state’s neutrality in matters of religion would serve all religious 
denominations since it would prevent some orientations from being privileged in 
comparison to others. Put di!erently, positive discrimination of Alevism by the 
state would need to be rejected in the name of neutrality. Nevertheless, the court 
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con$rmed the religious nature of Alevism: “"ere is no doubt on the matter that 
Alevism is a serious, coherent religious belief and an interpretation of Islam which 
is embraced by a large amount of people.”44 In the logic of Turkish laicism it is pre-
cisely this con$rmation of Alevism as “an interpretation of Islam” that allows the 
di!erent organs of the Turkish state to reject what appears from the view of a uni-
tarian state-Islam as privileged treatment. "is laicism does not tolerate religious 
plurality in the public sphere since such plurality is perceived as a threat to the ideal 
of a religio-national unity, which, by implication, has a strong Sunni coloring.

In another recent case, the 5th Chamber of the Istanbul First Instance 
Administrative Court ruled in November 2006 in favor of Alevi parent Ali 
Kenano'lu, who had in 2005 $led for his son’s exemption from the mandatory 
classes in Religious Culture and Ethics, which start at fourth grade. Kenano'lu, 
vice-president of the Alevi Bektashi Federation, maintained in his complaint that 
his son would receive a religious education that was “against the will of his parents 
and in contradiction with their religious and philosophical beliefs.”45 "e state was 
represented by the Istanbul City Directorate for National Education. "e direc-
torate argued that the plainti! would not be registered as belonging to a religion 
other than Islam and that therefore the child would need to attend the mandatory 
religion classes.46 In addition, the courses on “Religious Culture and Ethics” would, 
contrary to the plainti! ’s allegations, not be based on Sunnism: “"e course does 
not take as its basis the teachings of a particular religious orientation [mezhep], 
but the fundamental values of Islam.”47 Again, the “common share” argument is 
evoked in order to justify the state’s claim to represent the supposedly impartial 
and all-encompassing kernel of Islam. Put forward from an essentialist position, 
the argument cannot acknowledge that it is this hegemonic position itself that 
sets) the normative standards by which it then judges itself as well as others. 
However, the court took the side of the plainti! and ruled that the child should, 
considering the basic right of religious freedom, be exempted from religious 
 education and that this would be independent of the child’s religious a#liation.

"e Governor of Istanbul $led a $rst appeal against the decision with the State 
Council. In its ruling, the 8th Chamber of the State Council heavily referenced a 
recent decision by the ECHR, in which the necessity of an impartial and pluralistic 
presentation of religion in accordance with the European Convention on Human 
Rights was emphasized (see below).48 By criticizing the current curricula of the 
Religious Culture and Ethics courses as religiously biased and not pluralistic 
enough, the State Council indirectly not only a#rmed the Alevis’ religious 
di!erence but demanded their equal treatment in the name of religious freedom. 
Following the judgment, Alevis requested the government to apply the ruling, that 
is, to make the Religious Culture and Ethics classes voluntary. But the government 
refused to comply with these demands and a policy change in the near future 
seems rather unlikely (May 2011).49

Alevism at the European Court of Human Rights

"e presented court negotiations point to a change in legal discourse re%ecting a 
more sympathetic approach towards Alevi claims of recognition, as well as to 
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a)shi& in the power balance between di!erent patterns of meanings of Turkish lai-
cism, among which religious freedom has begun to weigh more heavily. Whether 
judicial contestations will eventually lead the legislative and executive bodies of 
the state to establish more pluralistic religion policies and endorse full religious 
freedom for Alevis and other nonrecognized groups remains to be seen and 
depends on a variety of national and transnational political factors. Alevis have by 
now brought up several cases against Turkey with the ECHR by means of which 
they exert, especially within the context of Turkey’s ongoing membership negotia-
tions with the EU, additional pressure on Turkey to ameliorate their situation.50

As the above-mentioned State Council decision in favor of Alevi complaints 
against the mandatory religious education in schools indicates, decisions of the 
ECHR can play an important role in inner-Turkish judicial contestations. "e State 
Council had made explicit references to a case at the ECHR court where an Alevi 
claimant had argued against the Sunni bias of the Religious Culture and Ethics 
classes, which would infringe on the religious freedom rights of non-Sunni stu-
dents. Drawing on the European Convention on Human Rights, the ECHR had 
ruled, in October 2007, in favor of the Alevi claimant.51 "e claim forced the jury 
of the ECHR to determine whether Turkey’s mandatory Religious Culture and 
Ethics classes would be biased toward Sunnism and violate the religious convic-
tions of Alevi students. In order to make this judgment, the court was forced to 
engage in a theological discussion insofar as it had to assess the relationship of 
Alevism to Sunni Islam. Representing the claimant, advocate Kazım Genç, 
president of the Alevi Pir Sultan Abdal Cultural Association, implicitly rejecting 
the Turkish state’s “common share” argument, declared at the court hearing that 
“Alevism is both in regards of its teachings/philosophy as well as in regards of its 
religious practices totally di!erent from Islam, and an entity for itself.”52 Its own 
investigation, however, led the ECHR to a di!erent de$nition of Alevism, situating 
it broadly in the Islamic tradition: “Alevism originated in central Asia but devel-
oped largely in Turkey. Two important Su$s had a considerable impact on the 
emergence of this religious movement: Hoca Ahmet Yesevi (12th century) and 
Haci Bekta(i Veli (14th century). "is belief system, which has deep roots in 
Turkish society and history, is generally considered as one of the branches of Islam, 
in%uenced in particular by Su$sm and by certain pre-Islamic beliefs. Its religious 
practices di!er from those of the Sunni schools of law in certain aspects such as 
prayer, fasting and pilgrimage.”53

It is worth mentioning that this de$nition largely corresponds with the approach 
of the French historian of religion and expert on Alevism Irène Méliko! (1917–
2009), who had participated in the hearing as adviser to the claimants. While the 
extent to that her in%uence on the court decision and its wording cannot be 
assessed, the fact that the court choose a de$nition of Alevism strongly shaped by 
the mainstream academic account as represented by Méliko! ’s work is remark-
able.54 Doing so, the court has in its de$nition of Alevism privileged a scholarly 
narrative as opposed to Sunni and Alevi narratives, respectively. In fact, this is an 
excellent example of how secular authorities participate in the production of 
knowledge about religion, in this case the question of the religious history and 
nature of Alevism. Within the knowledge regime of secularism, secular authorities 
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have a privileged position in de$ning the religious—a de$nition on which their 
own status as secular authorities depends. In this sense, religion-making is a dis-
tinctively secularist matter.

!  T U R K I S H  L A I C I S M  R E V I S I T E D

"e classical leitmotif of Kemalist laicism is the separation of religion and politics, 
re%ected in the secular legitimation and organization of political rule and ensured 
by a system of control of religion by the state in order to secure its subordination 
in the public. "is dominant leitmotif is, however, increasingly challenged by a 
second leitmotif, which gained weight in recent years: the leitmotif of religious 
freedom, from which some even derive the idea of protection of religion by the 
state.55 "e tension between these two leitmotifs, which is a tension between nega-
tive and positive freedoms, is obvious, and public debate re%ects increased aware-
ness in this regard. "e general trend, as re%ected in the discussed court negotiations, 
seems to be toward a gradual modi$cation of Turkish laicism in the direction of a 
more liberal secularism.56

"e con%ict between authoritarian laicism on the one side and a more liberal 
secularism on the other is complex and comprises entangled issues of political ide-
ology and cultural hegemony, as well as economic and political privileges.57 Viewed 
from the outside, Kemalist laicism in its Jacobean variety appears caught in a 
self-created tragic circle. By criminalizing religious practices and languages it holds 
as dangerous for the Turkish nation-state project, it renders contestations of reli-
gious identities a matter of daily debate and thus contributes to their rei$cation. 
Criminalizing the very name “Alevi” by associating religious separatism with it and 
by connecting the question of state recognition of Alevism with theological debates 
about its origins and essence encourages the framing of Alevism in religious terms 
and maintains its contested character in public debate. In this debate the question 
of Alevism’s religious quality is projected through the kaleidoscope of the frac-
tured political sphere of Turkey, thus producing readings of Alevism through 
particular political prisms. Vernacular Alevi discourses are obviously part of this 
dynamic.

"e comparison with Germany, where a considerable Alevi minority (roughly 
half a million people of Alevi descent) has participated in, if not spearheaded, the 
Alevi revival, brings to the forefront the power of the discursive framework of state 
institutions and public opinion when it comes to the articulation of religious 
di!erence. In Germany, Alevis can gain certain privileges upon obtaining o#cial 
recognition as a religious community by the state. "e adoption of a rhetoric of 
identity based on notions of religious di!erence as pushed for by Alevi representa-
tives in Germany re%ects an adjustment to the German discourse of identity 
politics, wherein religion is cast as a legitimate ground for state recognition as a 
distinct community.58 When Alevis in Germany struggle for recognition as a 
“Corporation of Public Law” and try to establish religious education in public 
schools, both pursuits force them to specify the religious contours of Alevism.59 
"us, while the religio-political discourse of Turkey discourages Alevis from pur-
suing a politics of representation that relies on language and symbols associated by 
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the laicist knowledge regime with religion, and is more favorable to representation 
of Alevism in terms of culture and folklore, in Germany identity politics privilege 
religious di!erence over other rhetorics of group di!erence. Also, there is much 
less sociocultural and political pressure on Alevis in Germany to position them-
selves vis-à-vis Islam. In Germany, Sunni Islam is not in a privileged position in 
comparison to other interpretations of Islam, and Islam as such is not necessarily 
the standard against which Alevism is measured. "erefore it is rather unproblem-
atic for Alevis in Germany (at least as far as the state and the “German” public are 
concerned) to go in their self-representation beyond the boundaries of Islamic 
discourse.60 For those Alevis (and this is certainly the majority) who prefer to 
remain within an Islamic frame of reference, anti-Muslim prejudice in Germany 
allows them to present themselves as a kind of “alternative Islam,” that is, secular, 
tolerant, in short: “modern.”61 To sum up, in Germany Alevis can take advantage of 
a discourse that privileges religious over cultural rhetorics of di!erence, and enun-
ciations of Alevi identity are not, as in the Turkish case, con$ned by the semantics 
and language conventions of Islam and Turkish nationalism.62

!  C O N C L U S I O N

Turkish laicists are, not unlike their French cousins, at tremendous unease with the 
idea of a public sphere allowing for a civically and politically active role of religion. 
What is at stake in the discussed legal contestations is, on one level, the hegemony 
to de$ne the language and the rules of conduct in the Turkish public sphere. When 
Alevis are allowed to self-identify using “religious” language, then the hegemony of 
state-administered laicist discourse and practice, understood as depending on its 
exclusive right to de$ne the scope and legitimate roles of religion in the public, is 
under threat. While the knowledge regime of Turkish laicism therefore discour-
ages the framing of group identities (other than those of the o#cially recognized 
religions) in religious terms, at the same time religious language registers in the 
public discourse as a powerful though divisive tool for identity claims. "is re%ects 
the enormous tension between the Kemalist knowledge regime of laicism and tra-
ditional worldviews shared by more conservative parts of society. In the public 
debate on the legitimacy of the Alevis’ religious di!erence this tension plays out as 
ambivalence in regard to how Turkish secularism ought to be, that is, in relation to 
its Jacobean and more pluralist leitmotifs, respectively.

"e Alevi case points to the peculiar role of legal discourse in the normalization 
of religion.63 Perceived through the lenses of the secularization paradigm, the 
di!erentiation of modern life into distinguishable spheres of values and interests-
requires institutions that regulate con%icts around the boundaries between these 
spheres. From this perspective, positive lawitself a product of the modern 
di!erentiation process, plays also an important role in the mediation of such con-
%icts. Independent of whether one adheres to or rejects the di!erentiation thesis, 
weighing religious against secular claims while sorting out the criteria for legiti-
mate and illegitimate claims with regard to religion (and indirectly also the secular), 
legal discourse partakes in the demarcation and rei$cation of the thusly juxta-
posed spheres of secular and religious authority. In short, legal discourse plays an 
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important role in the objecti$cation of religio-secular realities. Indeed, I would 
suggest that there is a connection between the formal rejection of religious claims 
as valid evidentiary parameters in Turkish courtrooms and the concomitant prev-
alence of—even if not recognized as such—religious tropes in laicist discourse. It 
is part of the internal logic of secularism to create religious others. When religious 
arguments are formally denied legitimacy in legal and/or public discourse, as in 
the Turkish case, they nevertheless enter this discourse indirectly through the oth-
ering semantics of secularism. "e religion-productive work of secularism shows 
itself also when it normalizes distinctions between secular and religious spaces 
and practices. By making the public subscribe to the religious–secular binary, it 
renders (religio-)secularism—of whatever variety—a paradigmatic way of making 
sense of the world. As I tried to show, Turkish laicist legal discourse is particularly 
religion-productive since it is $xated on defending the domains of the laicist public 
and thus constantly erects boundaries against illicit forms of religion. One should 
not, however, understand this religion-productive e!ect of secularist discourse as 
a monocausal force through which “religion” per se comes into being. I do not 
mean to postulate secularist discourse as a necessary precondition for religion. 
I)simply aim to point to the mutual rea#rmation of secularist and religionist dis-
courses, which operate both within the semantics of the modern nation-state, 
committed to its postulate of creating a homogeneous, morally bound, and con-
trollable citizenry.

Turkish laicism con$nes the domain of religion positively by exclusive de$ni-
tions, as re%ected in the religion concept normalized by the DRA, and negatively 
qua prohibition of certain terms and practices (as, for example, in the case of the 
Alevi cemevi). In either way, it is in the name of laicism that religious signi$cations 
are both challenged and rei$ed. As explained, this should not be seen as paradoxical 
since it is part of the dualist logic of religion discourse as it has—through post-
Christian political concepts, as well as colonial and postcolonial governmental 
practices and hegemonies—moved beyond its original “Western” loci and success-
fully globalized itself.64 In countries such as Turkey, where the reigning institutions 
still hold sacred the promises of modernism, postsecular sensitivities have a di#-
cult stand, and therefore the hegemonic interpretation of matters of faith as well as 
faith-related practice will, at least in the near future, remain under the in%uence of 
the dichotomist religio-secular way of understanding, objectifying, and compart-
mentalizing the world.

To conclude, I argue that the recent religionization of Alevism is strongly 
shaped by and evolving in dialogue with the grammar of Turkish laicism. We can 
see that clearly in the legal debates on the nature of Alevism in the courts, where 
the legitimacy of Alevism is negotiated through religious categories that are 
molded by laicist discourse. Not only is the legal arena understood as a thor-
oughly secular place, but law has historically been and still understands itself as a 
major agent of secularization. As within the broader religio-political discourse, so 
in the legal arena, too, recognition of Alevism appears currently only possible 
within an Islamic framework, which permeates the grammar and semantics of 
Turkish laicism. Within the laicist public sphere of Turkey, Alevis are forced to 
position themselves theologically within an Islamic system of reference: Is 
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Alevism a mezhep, that is, a legitimate Islamic subgroup/legal tradition? Or is it, 
rather, a din (religion) in its own right? "e reformulation of Alevism is not nego-
tiated in a neutral space, but the mode of its negotiation is shaped by the unequal 
power relations of the Turkish public sphere. It is not that terms such as mezhep 
and din would be alien to the Alevi tradition; but in the Turkish public sphere 
their particular meanings are coined by mainstream Islamic understandings, 
while the primary right to interpret them is in the hands of the laicist institutions, 
who are authorized to de$ne and regulate religion. What the Turkish case there-
fore shows is how the grammars and languages of religion and secularism are 
intertwined, forming a religio-secular continuum in which their semantic simi-
larity is constituted by the very di!erence they each claim in relation to the 
other.65
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